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Directions:
Study the
following
information carefully and answer the
given question.
The given below table shows the
number of job applicants for five
companies-A, B, C, D and E in a
particular year. It also shows the ratio
of the number of applicants qualified to
those who were disqualified.

1.
What is the difference between the
number of disqualified applicants in
company C and the number of qualified
applicants in company D?
A. 960
B. 1440
C. 1120
D. 1080
E. 1250
2.What is the total number of
applicants
qualified
in
all
five
companies together?
A. 4900
B. 5200
C. 5350
D. 5100
E. 5620
3.The number of disqualified applicants
in companies B and C together is what
percent of the number of applicants in
company A?
A. 96.25%
B. 112.5%
C. 87.5%
D. 125%
E. 92.75%
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4.If the ratio of the number of males to
females in applicants qualified in
company E is 7 : 8 and the ratio of the
number of males to females in
applicants qualified in company A is 14
: 11, find the total number of female
applicants qualified in companies A and
E.
A. 1208
B. 1230
C. 1065
D. 1190
E. 1045
Direction:Study
the
following
information carefully and answer the
given questions.
There are certain number of people
sitting in a linear row and are facing
north direction. Three people sit
between C and B . J sits to the
immediate right of B . Two people sit
between J and F who sits second to the
right of A . The number of people sit
between B and A is same as the
number of people sit between F and E .
E sits at one of the extreme ends.
Three people sit between C and D . N
sits exactly between C and B but
doesn’t sit at ninth position form the
right end. G sits seventh to the right of
N. G sits at fourth position from one of
the extreme ends.
5. Who sits to the immediate right of J?
A. C
B. N
C. D
D. G
E. None of these
6.How many people sit to the right of
B?
A. Twelve
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B. None
C. Nine
D. Ten
E. Six
7.Who sits third to the left of J?
A. F
B. A
C. E
D. G
E. None of these
Direction: In the following question, a
sentence is given with a blank to be
filled in with appropriate word(s). Five
alternatives are suggested for the
question.
Choose
the
correct
alternative out of the five.
8. He has decided to ___________ his
grandmother on his way to office.
A. Call up
B. Call over
C. Call on
D. Call after
E. Calling bell
Direction: Out of the statements given
below,
one
statement may be
grammatically
and
contextually
correct. Choose the correct statement
as your answer. If all the statements
are correct, choose E, i.e. ‘All are
correct’.
9.
If all the statements are correct,
choose E, i.e. ‘All are correct’.
A. The students are excite about going
on the field trip.
B. Everyone is rushing home before the
rain starts pouring again.
C. With temperatures soaring the heat
has becoming unbearable recently.
D. None are correct
E. All are correct
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10.If all the statements are correct,
choose E, i.e. ‘All are correct’.
A. The teacher was seen moving across
the ground quick because she was late
for the class.
B. He swallowed his food whole, as if
he had been starving for days!
C. The students had decorated the hall
beautiful for the prom.
D. None are correct
E. All are correct
11.Who among the following was
elected and sworn in as the 6th
President of Ukraine in April-May 2019?
A. Stepan Kubiv
B. Oleksandr Turchynov
C. Volodymyr Zelensky
D. Petro Poroshenko
E. None of the above
12.What is the theme of the World
Water Day 2022?
A. Groundwater, Making the Invisible
Visible
B. Valuing Groundwater
C. Conserving Ground Water
D. Saving Drinking Water
E. Water, Climate Change and
Sustainable Development
13.World Economic Outlook report is
published by
A. World Bank
B. World Economic Forum
C. International Monetary Fund
D. World Trade Organization
E. None of the above
14.Former Chief Justice of India (CJI)
Ramesh Chandra Lahoti passed away
at the age of 81, Justice Ramesh
Chandra Lahoti was the –
A. 30th Chief Justice of India
B. 33rd Chief Justice of India
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C. 35th Chief Justice of India
D. 37th Chief Justice of India
E. None of the above/More than one of
the above
15.The World Health Day is a global
health awareness day celebrated every
year on which date?
A. 5th April
B. 6th April
C. 7th April
D. 8th April
E. 9th April
16.The judges of a High Court are
appointed by the:
A. President
B. Governor of the concerned state
C. Chief Justice of the concerned High
Court
D. Chief Justice of India
E. Prime Minister
17.In March 2022, who has been
appointed as the new SecretaryGeneral of NATO?
A. Alessandro Minuto-Rizzo
B. Anders Fogh Rasmussen
C. Jaap de Hoop Scheffer
D. Anders Fogh Rasmussen
E. Jens Stoltenberg

D. New Zealand
E. Russia
20.'Ekuverin' is a Joint Military Exercise
between Indian army and military
forces of which country?
A. Sri Lanka
B. Mauritius
C. Maldives
D. Thailand
E. Singapore
21.The third edition of the joint training
exercise
EX-DUSTLIK
is
being
conducted between the Indian Army
and which country's army?
A. Mongolia
B. Myanmar
C. Vietnam
D. Uzbekistan
22.The 2022 edition of ICC Women’s
World was organized in which country?
A. England
B. South Africa
C. West Indies
D. New Zealand
E. Pakistan

18.Who is the chairman of SEBI?
A. Madhabi Puri Buch
B. Rekha Sharma
C. Ram Shankar Katheria
D. K.V Chaudhary
E. None of these

23.What is India’s rank in the
International
Intellectual
Property
Index 2022, compiled by US Chambers
of Commerce?
A. 36th
B. 42nd
C. 43rd
D. 45th
E. 48th

19.March
2022,
Ashleigh
Barty
announced her retirement from Tennis
at 25. She belongs to which county?
A. Spain
B. USA
C. Australia

24.Who is the author of the book titled
‘‘How to Prevent the Next Pandemic’?
A. Mark Zuckerberg
B. Tim Cook
C. Elon Musk
D. Bill Gates
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E. Steve Jobs
25.According to the second advance
estimates of national income released
by the National Statistical Office (NSO),
what would be the India’s GDP growth
rate in FY 2021-22?
A. 7 .8%
B. 8.2%
C. 8.9%
D. 9.2%
E. 9.7%
26.The Financial Literacy Week is an
initiative by:
A. State Bank of India
B. Central Government
C. Punjab National Bank
D. Reserve Bank of India
E. Ministry of Finance
27.What does ‘M’ stands for in MPC?
A. Money
B. Monetary
C. Measure
D. Mechanism
E. Mercantile
28.Bihar Day (Bihar Diwas) is observed
every year on_____
A. 11th March
B. 14th March
C. 22nd March
D. 25th March
E. 27th March
29.Which film has been adjudged as
the ‘Best Picture Award’ at the 94th
Academy Awards (Oscar Awards)
2022?
A. CODA
B. BELFAST
C. DON'T LOOK UP
D. DRIVE MY CAR
E. DUNE
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30.Minicoy islands is associated with
which union territories?
A. Andaman Islands
B. Lakshadweep
C. Daman and Diu
D. Nicobar Islands
E. None of the above
31.“Wrist Assured: An Autobiography”
is an autobiography of which former
Indian cricketer?
A. Kapil Dev
B. Sunil Gavaskar
C. Saurav Ganguli
D. G.R. Viswanath
E. Madan Lal
32.Who is the Brand Ambassador of
My11Circle fantasy gaming platform?
A. Rishabh Pant and Ravindra Jadeja
B. Rohit Sharma and Jaspreet Bumrah
C. Shubman Gill and Ruturaj Gaikwad
D. Virat Kohli and Shikhar Dhawan
E. Prithavi shaw and Yshashavi Jaiswal
33.Which film has been adjudged as
the Film of the Year at Dadasaheb
Phalke International Film Festival
Awards 2022?
A. Pushpa: The Rise
B. Shershaah
C. 83
D. The Kashmir Files
E. RRR
34.Animal
ambulance
has
been
launched by which organisation?
A. Red Cross Society
B. Blue Cross of India and Four Paws
C. Amnesty International
D. People for Animals
E. World Organisation for Animal
Health
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35.Name the mobile app launched by
the Delhi Government to promote
tourism?
A. Dekho Apni Dilli
B. Dilli Desh ki Dhadkan
C. Adbhut Dilli
D. Dekho Meri Dilli
E. None of the above
36.Dicommissioned Indian naval ship
(INS) Khukri planned to be converted
into a museum in which place ______.
A. Vishakhapatnam
B. Diu
C. Port Blair
D. Goa
E. Mumbai
37.Vida electeic vehicle launched by
which company?
A. Bajaj Auto
B. Hyundai
C. Hero MotoCorp
D. TVS Motor
E. Yamaha
38.Namdapha national park
boundary with which country?
A. Bhutan
B. Nepal
C. Myanmar
D. China
E. Sri Lanka

shares

39.Bharat Broadband Network Limited
(BBNL) will be merged with which
company?
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A. MTNL
B. Reliance Jio
C. BSNL
D. Airtel
E. Vodafone Idea
40.Which country topped in the World
Happiness Index 2021?
A. Ireland
B. Finland
C. Ice Land
D. Norway
E. New Zealand
41.Name the Mobile Applicatrtion
launched by the Ministry of Home
Affairs to ease the visa application
process for foreigners?
A. Su-Swagatam
B. Shubh Agaman
C. Easy Arrival
D. Sugam Agam
E. None of the above
42.1.6
petaflops
Param
Shakti
supercomputer inaugurated at______
A. IIT Kanpur
B. IIT Roorkee
C. IIT Kharagpur
D. IIT Bombay
E. IIT Delhi
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###ANSWERS###
Required total = 640 + 550 = 1190
5. Ans. B.

1. Ans. E.

6. Ans. A.
Required difference = 2250 – 1000 =
1250
2. Ans. B.
7. Ans. A.

The total number of applicants qualified
in all five companies together = 1250
+ 400 + 1350 + 1000 + 1200 = 5200
3. Ans. A.

Number of disqualified applicants in
companies B and C together = 1600 +
2250 = 3850
Required percentage =
96.25%
4. Ans. D.

× 100 =

Number of female applicants qualified
in company E = × 1200 = 640
Number of female applicants qualified
in company A =
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× 1250 = 550

8. Ans. C.
The correct answer is option C.
The blank needs to be filled with an
appropriate phrasal verb that denotes
that the person had decided to visit his
grandmother. ‘Call on’ is a phrasal verb
used to denote paying a visit to
someone. Thus, option C is the correct
answer.
9. Ans. B.
The correct answer is option B.
In sentence A, the error lies in the
wrong form of the verb used. The
correct phrase will be ‘are excited’ to
denote simple present tense.
In sentence C the error lies in using
‘has becoming’, which needs to be
replaced with ‘has become’ to denote
the present perfect tense.
10. Ans. B.
The correct answer is option B.
The error in sentences A and C lies in
using adjectives to modify verbs.
Adjectives modify nouns/pronouns
while verbs, adjectives and adverbs are
modified by adverbs. Thus, in sentence
A, ‘quick’ needs to be replaced with
‘quickly’ to modify ‘moving’; and in
sentence C ‘beautiful’ needs to be
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replaced with ‘beautifully’ to better
modify ‘decorated’.
11. Ans. C.
• Volodymyr Zelensky is serving as
the 6th president of Ukraine since May
2019.
• The president of Ukraine is the
Ukrainian head of state.
• The president is directly elected by
the citizens of Ukraine for a five-year
term of office.
12. Ans. A.
• World Water Day is observed every
year on 22nd March to highlight the
importance of freshwater.
• World Water Day theme 2022:
Groundwater, Making the Invisible
Visible.
•
Groundwater
is
water
found
underground in aquifers (geological
formations of rocks, sands, gravels that
hold water).
• World Water Day supports SDG 6
(water and sanitation for all by 2030).
• The day also saw the release of UN
World Water Development Report
(WWDR)
• It was celebrated for the first time in
1993.
13. Ans. C.
International Monetary Fund or IMF
releases World Economic Outlook
report twice in a year. It normally
analyses global economic development
for near and medium term. As per
World Economic Outlook (WEO) Report
(April, 2019), global economy is
projected to grow at 3.3 per cent and
3.69 per cent in 2019 and 2020,
respectively. In Asia, India and China
continue to be the major growth
drivers. As per the latest report, i.e.,
WEO, April, 2019, India has achieved a
growth rate of 7.1 per cent in 2018,
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while China had a growth of 6.6 per
cent.
14. Ans. C.
• Former Chief Justice of India (CJI)
Ramesh Chandra Lahoti passed away
at 81.
• Justice Lahoti was appointed the 35th
CJI on June 1, 2004. He retired on
November 1, 2005.
• He was a former independent director
on the Board of directors of the Press
Trust of India.
15. Ans. C.
* The World Health Day is observed on
7 April as a global health awareness
day. The day marks the establishment
of the World Health Organization
(WHO).
* In 1948, the WHO held the First
World Health Assembly. The Assembly
decided to celebrate 7 April of each
year, with effect from 1950, as the
World Health Day.
* World Health Day 2020 is dedicated
to the nurses and midwives who are at
the forefront and curing the people
from COVID-19 infection.
* The Theme of World Health Day 2020
is ‘Support Nurses and Midwives’.
* The WHO has named this year the
‘International Year of the Nurse and the
Midwife’.
*
16. Ans. A.
The chief justice of a High Court is
appointed by the President after
consultation with the chief justice of
India and the governor of the state
concerned. The judges of a high court
are appointed by the President in
consultation with chief justice of
concerned high court and other senior
judges.
17. Ans. E.
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The term of present NATO SecretaryGeneral Jens Stoltenberg has been
extended for 1 year.
He is a former PM of Norway. He
appointed for the NATO SecretaryGeneral in October 2014.
This is the second time that his term
has been extended.
18. Ans. A.
* Currently, Madhabi Puri Buch is
serving as the Chairman of SEBI.
* He replaced Ajay Tyagi.
* The Securities and Exchange Board of
India(SEBI) is the regulator for the
securities market in India.
* It was established in 1988 and given
statutory powers on 12th April 1992
through the SEBI Act, 1992.
19. Ans. C.
World number one Ashleigh Barty
announced her retirement from the
tennis world at the age of just 25.
She retires after winning three Grand
Slam singles titles -- the French Open
in 2019, Wimbledon in 2021 and the
Australian Open this year.
20. Ans. C.
• The 11th edition of Exercise
EKUVERIN between India and Maldives
will be conducted at Kadhdhoo Island,
Maldives.
• The exercise will enhance synergy
and inter-operability between Armed
Forces of both the nations in terms of
understanding transnational terrorism
both on land and at sea, conducting
Counter-Terrorism
and
CounterInsurgency Operations and sharing
best
military
practices
and
experiences.
• Besides rigorous training, the joint
military excercise will also include
cultural and sports activities to
enhance defence cooperation and
bilateral relations.
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• The exercise will go a long way in
strengthening India’s relations with
Maldives amidst emerging security
dynamics in the Indian Ocean Region.
• Last year, a ceremony was held at the
foreign training node at Aundh military
station where the armed forces of both
countries conducted counter-terrorism
drills as per the United Nations
mandate.
21. Ans. D.
* The 3rd edition of joint training
exercise
between
Indian
and
Uzbekistan armies, EX-DUSTLIK is
being
conducted
at
Yangiarik,
Uzbekistan from 22 to 31 March 2022.
* The Indian contingent which
comprises a platoon strength of
Grenadiers Regiment departed for the
exercise area on 22 March 2022 to join
the
Uzbekistan
Army
contingent
represented by troops of the North
Western Military District.
* The last edition of DUSTLIK was
conducted in Ranikhet (Uttarakhand) in
March 2021.
* The joint exercise would focus on
Counter Terrorism operations in semiurban terrain under a United Nations
Mandate.
* The Grenadiers battalion nominated
for the exercise is one of the highly
decorated battalions of Indian Army
and has the unique distinction of
participating in almost all the Pre and
Post-Independence Operations. The
unit has been awarded eight PreIndependence Battle Honours. PostIndependence, it has earned theatre
honour ‘RAJASTHAN’ in 1965 war and
battle honour ‘JARPAL’ in 1971 war.
22. Ans. D.
• The 2022 edition of ICC Women’s
World has been kicked off with New
Zealand Women taking on West Indies
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Women in the tournament opener at
Bay Oval Stadium in Mount Maunganui.
• ICC Women’s world cup will have a
total of 8 teams: India, Pakistan,
Australia, Bangladesh, New Zealand,
South Africa, England, West Indies
• The tournament is being held in New
Zealand
• It is being played in a round-robin
format
• England defeated India in the
previous edition of the ICC Women’s
World Cup in 2017.
23. Ans. C.
* India has been ranked 43rd place in
the 2022 International Intellectual
property (IP) Index describing the
function of the global IP system and
identifying opportunities, among 55
countries
* Overall score of India has increased
from 38.40 percent (19.20 out of 50)
in the ninth edition to 38.64 percent
(19.32 out of 50) in the 10th edition
* It is released by the Global
Innovation Policy Center of the U.S.
Chamber of Commerce
* Top countries: the USA, followed by
UK, Germany, Sweden, and France.
24. Ans. D.
• A book titled ‘How to Prevent the Next
Pandemic’ authored by Technologist,
business leader, philanthropist Bill
Gates and will be published this year in
May 2022.
• In the book Bill Gates has written
about specific steps that can only stop
future pandemics but, in the process,
provide better health care for everyone
around the world.
• Bill Gates’ last book ‘How to Avoid a
Climate Disaster’ was published in
2021.
25. Ans. C.
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• Second advance national income
estimates projected India’s gross
domestic product (GDP) to grow at
8.9% in 2021-22 instead of 9.2%
estimated earlier, with year-on-year
growth
during
October-December
2021, slipping to 5.4% from 8.5% in
the previous quarter
• Gross Value-Added (GVA) is expected
to grow by 8.3% this financial year,
from 4.8% contraction in 2020-21.
• India’s GDP shrunk 6.6% in 2020-21,
with the first half of the year recording
a sharp contraction.
26. Ans. D.
● The Financial Literacy Week is an
initiative by the Reserve Bank of
India.
● It was observed from 8 February
2021 to 12 February 2021.
● The theme for 2021 Financial
Literacy Week is Credit Discipline
and
Credit
from
Formal
Institutions.
● It is one of the strategic
objectives of the National Strategy
for Financial Education 2020-2025.
● RBI is India's central bank and
regulatory
body
under
the
jurisdiction of the Ministry of
Finance.
● It is responsible for the issue &
supply of the Indian rupee and the
regulation of the Indian banking
system.
27. Ans. B.
* MPC stands for - Monetary Policy
Committee
* The Monetary Policy Committee of
India is a committee of the Reserve
Bank of India that is responsible for
fixing the benchmark interest rate in
India.
* The committee comprises of six
members - three officials of the
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Reserve Bank of India and three
external members nominated by the
Government of India.
* The Reserve Bank of India Act, 1934
(RBI Act) has been amended by the
Finance Act, 2016, to provide for a
statutory
and
institutionalized
framework for a Monetary Policy
Committee, for maintaining price
stability, while keeping in mind the
objective of growth.
28. Ans. C.
* The Bihar Diwas is celebrated every
year on March 22.
* The British Government in India at
the time carved out the state of Bihar
on March 22, 1912. The state was
created from British India’s Bengal
Presidency.
* Bihar, notably Patna, had begun to
rise to prominence during the British
rule in India, and had established itself
as an important and strategic centre of
scholarship and trade in the country.
* Bihar was a part of the Bengal
Presidency until 1912, when the
province of Bihar and Orissa was
established as a separate province.
* Patna was designated as the new
province’s capital when the Bengal
Presidency was partitioned.
29. Ans. A.
* Sian Heder’s ‘CODA’ created history
by becoming the first movie from a
major streaming service to win an
Oscar for best picture at the 94th
Academy
Awards,
which
was
overshadowed by a bizarre unscripted
moment when Will Smith came on
stage
and
apparently
punched
presenter Chris Rock in the face.
30. Ans. B.
Lakshadweep, formerly (1956–73)
Laccadive, Minicoy, and Amindivi
Islands, union territory of India. It is a
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group of some three dozen islands
scattered over some 30,000 square
miles (78,000 square km) of the
Arabian Sea off the southwestern coast
of India.
31. Ans. D.
“Wrist Assured: An Autobiography” has
penned down by Former Indian cricket
captain
Gundappa
Ranganatha
Vishwanath and is co-authored by
senior journalist R Kaushik. G.R
Vishwanath has played Test Cricket for
India between 1969 and 1986, made
91 appearances and scored more than
6000 runs in his cricketing career.
32. Ans. C.
Games24x7, an online skill gaming
company, has appointed cricketers
Shubman Gill and Ruturaj Gaikwad as
its new brand ambassadors for its
My11Circle fantasy gaming platform.
Both the cricketers will feature in
multimedia campaigns by the company
spanning across TV, digital and social
media platforms.
33. Ans. A.
The
prestigious
ceremony
of
Dadasaheb Phalke International Film
Festival Awards 2022 was held on
February 20. The event was held in
Mumbai and the best performances
from last year were honoured in the
event this time. This year Dadasaheb
Phalke International Film Festival
Awards 2022 celebrated the opulence
of
Indian
Cinema
and
also
commemorated the 75 years of
Independence or Azadi ka Amrit
Mahotsav.
'Pushpa:
The
Rise',
an
action
entertainer directed by Sukumar has
been widely praised. Allu Arjun's
blockbuster hit 'Pushpa: The Rise' has
bagged 'Film of The Year' accolade at
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Dadasaheb Phalke International Film
Festival Awards 2022.
34. Ans. B.
* The Blue Cross of India, an animal
welfare charity, has launched a “firstof-its-kind” ambulance for street
animals in Chennai in collaboration
with the international animal welfare
organisation Four Paw.
* Launched by Madras High Court
Justice Dr Anitha Sumanth, the Stray
Animal Care programme will be a
“hospital on wheels” with an on-board
veterinarian
to
provide
on-site
treatment to injured and sick street
animals.
35. Ans. D.
* On the occasion of World Tourism
Day, Delhi Chief Minister Arvind
Kejriwal has launched an app that
contains comprehensive information
about all the historic and tourist spots
of the national capital.
* The tourists who want to visit Delhi
can now plan their tour by using the
‘Dekho Mere Dilli’ mobile app. They can
plan their entire tour on one platform.
They can even buy tickets for the
places they want to visit in the national
capital.
36. Ans. B.
* The recently decommissioned Indian
Naval Ship (INS) Khukri will soon be
developed into a full-scale museum at
Diu, the Union Territory off the
southern tip of the Kathiawar Peninsula
in southwestern Gujarat.
37. Ans. C.
Hero MotoCorp launches brand 'Vida'
for its electric vehicle segment. Vida,
powered by Hero, is a new identity for
Hero Motocorp's emerging mobility
solutions, including upcoming Electric
Vehicles (EV).
38. Ans. C.
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* Namdapha, a National Park and Tiger
Reserve, a true wilderness and
enchanting beauty of lush green
vegetation, impenetrable pristine and
virgin forests covered an area of
1985.23 square kilometres having
diverse flora and fauna lies in the
international border between India and
Myanmar (Burma) within Changlang
District in the state of Arunachal
Pradesh in the northeast India.
* Namdapha National Park is located at
a few kilometre away from Miao amidst
misty blue hills along the turbulent
Noa-Dihing river lies in the sprawling
tropical rain forest. It was declared as
Tiger Reserve by the Government in
1983.
39. Ans. C.
* “BBNL is going to be merged in BSNL.
This means that all of BharatNet work
being done on an India basis will come
to BSNL.
* BBNL, a special purpose vehicle
(SPV)
of
the
Ministry
of
Communications, was incorporated in
2012 as a public sector unit.
* It was handed over the task of
implementing the BharatNet project,
which was till then known as National
Optical Fibre Network (NOFN).
40. Ans. B.
* The World Happiness Report 2021,
issued
by
the
UN
Sustainable
Development
Solutions
Network,
focuses on the effects of Covid-19 and
how people all over the world have
fared.
* Finland has been ranked as the
happiest country in the world. The
Nordic nation is followed by Iceland,
Denmark,
Switzerland,
The
Netherlands, Sweden, Germany and
Norway.
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* India has been ranked136 out of 149
countries in the list of UN World
Happiness Report 2021.
41. Ans. A.
* To ease the VISA process, the Govt
of India has developed a user-friendly
mobile app namely SU-SWAGATAM
(Visit India).
* The App can be downloaded from
Google Play Store for Android users
and on App Store for IOS users.
* The Mobile App SU-SWAGATAM has
integrated requisite services enabling
foreigners with facilities right from the
visa application stage till their exit from
the country.
* Foreign nationals intending to visit
India can use the app to fill visa forms
(e-Visa & Regular/Paper Visa) and
subsequently deposit, along with
supporting documents for Regular /
Paper visa as per existing practice.
42. Ans. C.
PARAM
Shakti”,
a
Petascale
Supercomputer “at IIT Kharagpur, has
been dedicated to the nation under
National
Supercomputing
Mission
(NSM) - a joint initiative of Ministry of
Electronics
and
Information
Technology (MeitY) and Department of
Science and Technology (DST).
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